
 

 Year 5 Week 11: British Nature- Birds 

As Spring has well and truly ‘sprung’ and Summer is on its way, we are starting to look at a new topic – British Nature 

and this week we shall focus on some fascinating British birds. 

If you have any issues accessing the content, or would like some guidance with the activities, some support with 

trying to maintain motivation (the children’s) or to share some examples of work or activities, please email Mrs Craig 

at homelearning@greattotham.essex.sch.uk and she will respond as soon as possible.  

Maths 

The focus this week is subtracting fractions and a new topic- multiplying fractions.    The work sheets provide a 

range of problem types, including some more open-ended examples. Remember, you can access the library on My 

Maths to find some guidance to help you. Log in to the My Maths school main site (not your individual log-in). On 

the left of the page is the library section. Click on number, then scroll down to find the relevant lessons for Y5.  

If you are looking for some extra work, these web links continue to be helpful:  

https://garyhall.org.uk/maths-objectives/169/recognise-mixed-numbers-and-improper-fractions-and-convert-from-

one-form-to-the-other-and-write-mathematical-statements-1-as-a-mixed-number-eg-2-5-4-5-6-5-1-1-5 

https://garyhall.org.uk/maths-objectives/170/add-and-subtract-fractions-with-the-same-denominator-and-

denominators-that-are-multiples-of-the-same-number 

If you need extra some guidance on multiplying fractions, this video will help you: 

https://corbettmathsprimary.com/2018/07/18/multiplying-fractions-video/ 

Maths 1 Subtract fractions 

Maths 2 Subtract mixed numbers 

Maths 3 Subtract 2 mixed numbers 

Maths 4 Multiplying fractions 1 

 

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/hit-the-button  Keep practising your times-tables recall.  

English 

This week, our English reading comprehension is an interesting non-fiction article from a magazine about whether 

British garden birds are under threat. 

Reading Comprehension Fabulous birds–text extract and comprehension 

Writing task 1 Bird writing task 1- a spotter card for an osprey 

Writing task 2 Bird writing task 2 – a detailed description of a bird in its setting 

Spelling/grammar Suffixes to ‘fer’ endings 

 

 Don’t forget you can research birds yourself or even try spotting the different types of birds in your garden or 

whilst you are out and about on your walks.  

 To help you, you could download a spotting sheet from: 

https://www.rspb.org.uk/globalassets/downloads/wildchallenge/activity-sheets/english/770-0214-18-19-wild-

challenge_go-birdwatching.pdf  

 You can let Mrs Craig about any birds that you have researched or spotted. 

Foundation Subjects  

Science: Look at the Birds of Prey fact-files for the Barn-Owl, Peregrine (falcon) and Kestrel.  Complete the table and 

answer the questions on the Science task birds of prey sheet. 
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Art:  Use the Drawing birds step by step sheet to create some fabulous bird pictures.  Don’t forget to share them 

with Mrs Craig.  She will be delighted to see them! 

Geography: The osprey is a rare bird in Britain as there are only somewhere between 200 and 250 breeding pairs 

here at any one time.  Find out where you need to go to spot them using the Geography mapping ospreys sheet. 

PE: Please try to do some form of physical activity every day. There are links on the school website to some on-line 

activities or perhaps you could come up with your own activities. Have you found a new type of activity which you 

enjoy?  

Other Resources  

There continues to be a vast array of online resources accessible for children learning at home. Some of the core 

aspects to this home learning offer are cited below – please also look at the ‘What’s on’ section of the website for 

links to other websites and what’s being offered via social media. These are signposts only and parents need to make 

their own assessments about what is appropriate for  

 
Use the click through links 
from the home pages to 
find the year group and 

subject of choice. 
https://www.thenational.academy/ 

 Use the click through links from 
the home pages to find the year 
group and subject of choice. 
 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/dailylessons 
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